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Spiritually Consistent   

When President Kimball was the President of the church he started a program they called the three 

missions of the church.  In one talk he gave later he said the three missions of the church are actually 

Missionary Work, Missionary Work and Missionary Work.  His intention was to help us understand that 

when we save our family it is missionary work, when we save non-members or less active members it is 

missionary work, when we save the dead it is still just missionary work.  It is all the same work.  For most 

of us as members of the church it is hard to be consistent in our application of all three programs of the 

church.  We of course spent most of our time and efforts in the first one of tending to our families which 

is a very time consuming job for all of us.  Therefore sometimes it is easier to put off going to the temple 

this month or doing genealogy on a consistent basis.  It is easy now with the new ministering program to 

just say I will get to them next month.   Others of us are afraid to talk to our non-member friends about 

the church so we don’t do that very often.  But true happiness and spiritual fulfillment in life will best 

come to us all if we can learn to be consistent in our adding consistent application of all three missions 

of the church equally all the time in our lives.  One of our Regional Representatives in Utah once said 

that the true test of spirituality is “Consistent Application”. 

This actually applies to every part of our lives.  Glen Weight, our Stake President in Salt Lake was a 

manager at a big government missile plant and saw many members of our stake there at work every 

day.   He of course then also saw them at church in interviews and in their callings.  He said that he 

noticed that there were really four different people inside most of us. He said he observed that the way 

some stake members acted at work sometimes was very different from the way they acted at home and 

the way they act at home sometimes was very different from the way they acted at church.   And all 

three of those ways of acting is often very different than how we act (or think) when we are alone.   He 

said that if we were truly CHRIST-LIKE, there would be no difference.   We would act the same in the 

Temple as we act at work.   We would talk to our children at church the same way we talked to them at 

home.   That is a very important lesson for all of us to learn in our lives… SPIRITUAL CONSISTENCY.  It is 

not an easy task being truly Christ-like in all we do.  Once we accomplish that, then we will think, act and 

be the same everywhere.  
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